
Ambitious surface coating combines          
quality and design
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FROER PLAHO TEC will give your product the design and functional finish that you 
expect. We coat both with our facilities as well as manually, surfaces made of plastic, 
wood, metal and glass.

In doing so we bring structure, effect or special paint to suit your requirements in a 
particularly resource-saving manner, with state-of-the-art plant technology.
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Responsibility and Commitment

Building onto traditions of the FROER Group, we have always been connected the 
lived family character. Both between management and employees as well as to our 
customers and suppliers the same liability exists which also sets a goal for our actions. 
To take responsibility for what we want to do and achieve, connects the interests of 
all.

Our success is linked to values such as:

 ▼ Honesty and Transparency

 ▼ Credibility and Reliability

 ▼ Quality and Knowledge

We speak openly about everything that serves the achievement of all our goals. We 
are honest and sincerely strive to provide transparency. This is how challenges are 
mastered. We promise neither our customers nor our suppliers’ things we cannot 
keep. Therefore, we stand by our promises for the reliability that preserves our credi-
bility. Existing knowledge is valuable but not stable. Only the constant qualification 
and development of each individual, the plants and processes secures our wealth of 
experience and makes it in the long term the basis of our success.

PLAHO TEC – a company of tradition

The story of the successful company dates back to the 17th cen-
tury. At the location in Steinach labor-intensive production of 
proven wooden toys was operated for a long time. Inventiveness 
and high quality testified at that time as well as today from the 
diligent work and the love of detail. Today, we bring these skills 
to the surface coating. After the takeover of the factory on the 
1st of July 1993 from the hands of the trust in the group of 
companies FROER, the wooden toy production was initially con-
tinued. Since 1951, the FROER Group has been active in dental 
technology, plastic injection molding and toy manufacturing. 
The synergies that resulted for the other companies within the 
group in the field of surface finishing and coating ensured the 
location in Steinach for many years. Since 1994, the factory has been operating un-
der PLAHO GmbH (derived from plastic and wood). In the following years, the focus 
of production shifted to surface finishing of medical and technical products. The pos-
sibilities available today ensure efficient and reliable processing of medium and large 
coating orders and makes FROER PLAHO TEC a major contract coater in the region.

Founder of the group      
Werner Froer
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System Engineering

OBOVE 
Surface Spraying Machine     
„Venjakob“

RIGHT & BUTTOM 
Surface Treatment
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OBOVE 
Painting line with two spray 
booths incl. 240 running meters 
overhead conveyor

RIGHT 
Manual painting

RIGHT OUTSIDE 
Large component painting

OBOVE 
Pad printing plant

TOP RIGHT 
screen printing machine

BOTTOM RIGHT 
CNC processing
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Procedure and service

OBOVE 
Multicolour paint

RIGHT 
EMC coating (UL Listed) in the 
spray painting process

Quality control and packaging Assembly of injection molding elements with assembly parts.
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Materials and surfaces

RIGHT 
Textured and smooth finish

BELOW 
High gloss finish and color 
lacquers

Staining and metallic painting



Frör Plaho Tec GmbH

Werk 1 (Wood and paint department) 
Tröbach 7c 
96523 Steinach 
Deutschland

Werk 2 (Plastics processing) 
Judenbacher Straße 10 
96515 Blechhammer 
Deutschland

Tel. +49 36762 29999 0 
Fax +49 36762 29999 26 
info@froer-plaho-tec.de 
www.froer-plaho-tec.de
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